Touching From A Distance Ian Curtis Joy
Division
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this touching from a distance ian
curtis joy division by online. You might not require more period to spend to go to the books opening as
competently as search for them. In some cases, you likewise reach not discover the notice touching from
a distance ian curtis joy division that you are looking for. It will unconditionally squander the time.
However below, when you visit this web page, it will be therefore unquestionably easy to acquire as
skillfully as download lead touching from a distance ian curtis joy division
It will not bow to many grow old as we accustom before. You can complete it even though operate
something else at house and even in your workplace. suitably easy! So, are you question? Just exercise
just what we present under as without diﬃculty as evaluation touching from a distance ian curtis joy
division what you bearing in mind to read!

The Lyrics of Syd Barrett Syd Barrett 2021-02-18 Featuring 56 songs and a foreword by Pink Floyd's
ﬁrst manager, Peter Jenner, and an introduction by Rob Chapman (author of Syd Barrett: A Very Irregular
Head), this beautifully illustrated and oﬃcial book compiles Syd's extraordinary lyrics together for the
very ﬁrst time.
Mainly about Books Ernie Trory 1945 Articles on Marxist literature, publishing in the U.S.S.R., etc.
Touching from a distance Deborah Curtis 2008
Record Play Pause Stephen Morris 2019-05-16 THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'A unique and
thoughtful musical memoir' Observer 'Gritty coming-of-age story . . . plenty of anecdotes to keep us
hooked, and his memories of Joy Division's Ian Curtis are poignant' Daily Mirror Before he was responsible
for some of the most iconic drumming in popular music, Stephen Morris grew up in 1960s and '70s
industrial Macclesﬁeld, on a quiet road that led seemingly to nowhere. Far removed from the bright lights
and manic energy of nearby Manchester, he felt stiﬂed by suburbia and feared he might never escape.
Then he joined Joy Division - while they were still known as Warsaw - a pioneer of the rousing post-punk
sound that would revolutionise twentieth-century rock. Following two landmark albums and widespread
critical acclaim, Joy Division were at the height of their powers and poised to break the US, when lead
singer, Ian Curtis, committed suicide. Part memoir, part scrapbook and part aural history: Stephen
Morris's innate sense of rhythm and verve pulses through Record Play Pause. From recollections of
growing up in the North West to the founding of New Order, Morris never strays far from the music. And
by turns profound and wry, this book subverts the mythology and allows us to understand music's power
to deﬁne who we are and what we become.
KRAZY! Bruce Grenville 2008 A groundbreaking, international review of comic art, graphic novels,
animated cartoons, manga, anime, video games and visual art. The public's appetite for comics,
animated cartoons, anime, manga, graphic novels and computer/video games is at an all-time high.
Visual pop culture in all its forms now dominates the globe. KRAZY! is a celebration of the growing
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signiﬁcance of this delirious visual culture. Organized into seven sections, one for each art form, the book
highlights the greatest works of each genre, as chosen by seven great practitioners. The energy and
intensity of the images leaps oﬀ every page, enhanced by behind-the-scenes commentary by such
heavyweights as Art Spiegelman, Will Wright and Canadian comic book author and illustrator, Seth. Other
contributors include Tim Johnson,! director of Antz and Over the Hedge, Kiyoshi Kusumi, a global
authority on manga, and Toshiya Ueno, a highly regarded media theorist and critic. Published to
accompany a landmark exhibition at the Vancouver Art Gallery, KRAZY!! is a dizzying introduction to the
art forms that will dominate the new century. This book was published in partnership with the Vancouver
Art Gallery.
England's Dreaming Jon Savage 2011-02-17 WINNER OF THE RALPH J. GLEASON AWARD INCLUDES
FOREWORD BY JOHNNY MARR Award-winning, Sunday Times bestselling author Jon Savage's deﬁnitive
history of punk, its progenitors, the Sex Pistols, and their time: the late 1970s. A pop-culture classic full of
anecdote, insight and exclusive interviews, England's Dreaming tells the sensational story of the
meteoric rise and rapid decline of the last great rock 'n' roll band and the cultural moment they came to
deﬁne. 'The deﬁnitive history of the English punk movement.' NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW 'Still the
strongest history of punk.' GUARDIAN 'The best book about punk rock and pop culture ever.' NME
Radiohead's Kid A Marvin Lin 2010-11-25 By pulling Kid A from its canonical status and grounding the
album in various contexts, Marvin Lin explains not only why Radiohead suddenly adopted a new
songwriting methodology, but also how properties like "genre" and "authenticity" distracted us from
understanding our reactions to it. From bovine growth hormones and neurological impulses to Dada
poetry and bandwidth throttling, the book articulated the politics behind both Radiohead's music and our
listening experiences. But in a period of socio-political unrest, is listening to Kid A a waste of time? In and
through the album, Lin seeks to answer this question by examining what Kid A does to us over time, what
Kid A tells us about the future, and whether it's possible (or even desirable) to use Kid A to transcend
time altogether.
Touching from a Distance Deborah Curtis 2007-10-04 The only in-depth biographical account of the lead
singer of Joy Division, written by his widow. Revered by his peers--Bono described his voice as "holy"--and
idolized by his fans, Ian Curtis left behind a legacy rich in artistic genius. He was a mesmerizing
performer on stange, yet also introverted and prone to mode swings. Engimantic to the last, Ian Curtis
died by his own hand on 18 May 1980. Touching from a Distance describes Curtis's life from his early
teenage years to his premature death on the eve of Joy Division's ﬁrst American tour. It tells how, with a
wife, child and impending international fame, he was seduced by the glory of an early grave. What were
the reasons for his fascination with death? Were his dark, brooding lyrics an artistic exorcism? In
Touching from a Distance Curtis's widow, Deborah, explains the drama of his life and the tragedy of his
death. Includes discography, gig list and a full set of Curtis's lyrics, some of which appear in print for the
ﬁrst time.
Joy Division + New Order John Aizlewood 2021-09-21 First, there was Joy Division. Their music
reﬂected both the barren urban landscape of their native Manchester in the late 1970s and singer Ian
Curtis's heart of darkness. They remain forever deﬁned by both the suicide of their extraordinary and
extraordinarily volatile singer and two albums as close to perfection as music can come. From the ashes
of Joy Division came New Order - their globally popular music bridged the chasm between indie and
dance and inspired a generation. Having conquered the world and maintained their credibility, they
snatched defeat from the jaws of victory and imploded in a tsunami of recrimination, while still making
fabulous music. It's a tale of death, destroyed friendships and bungled ﬁnances, but the story of Joy
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Division and New Order is also the saga of two bands who made extraordinary music which deﬁned their
times and overturned the musical landscape.
This Day in Music Neil Cossar 2010 Based on the massively popular Web site thisdayinmusic.com, this
extraordinary day-by-day diary recounts the musical ﬁrsts and lasts, blockbuster albums and charttopping tunes, and other signiﬁcant happenings on each of the 365 days 0f the year.
Mad World Lori Majewski 2014-04-15 Mad World is a highly entertaining oral history that celebrates the
New Wave music phenomenon of the 1980s via new interviews with 35 of the most notable artists of the
period. Each chapter begins with a discussion of their most popular song but leads to stories of their
history and place in the scene, ultimately painting a vivid picture of this colorful, idiosyncratic time.
Mixtape suggestions, fashion sidebars, and quotes from famous contemporary admirers help ﬁll out the
fun. Participants include members of Duran Duran, New Order, The Smiths, Tears for Fears, Adam Ant,
Echo and the Bunnymen, Devo, ABC, Spandau Ballet, A Flock of Seagulls, Thompson Twins, and INXS.
Chapter and Verse Bernard Sumner 2015-11-03 Bernard Sumner pioneered the post-punk movement
when he broke onto the scene as a founding member of Joy Division, and later as the front man of New
Order. Heavily inﬂuencing U2 and The Cure while paving the way for post-punk revivalists like Interpol,
Sumner's has left an indelible mark on punk and rock music that endures to this day. Famously reluctant
to speak out, for the ﬁrst time Sumner tell his story, a vivid and illuminating account of his childhood in
Manchester, the early days of Joy Division, and the bands subsequent critical and popular successes.
Sumner recounts Ian Curtis' tragic death on the eve of the band's ﬁrst American tour, the formation of
breakout band New Order, and his own ﬁrst-hand account of the ecstasy and the agony of the 1970s
Manchester music scene. Witty, fascinating and surprisingly moving, Chapter and Verse is an account of
insights and spectacular personal revelations, including an appendix containing a complete transcript of
a recording made of Ian Curtis experiencing hypnotic regression under the Sumner's amateur guidance
and tensions between himself and former band member Peter Hook.
From Joy Division to New Order Mick Middles 2002 FACTORY RECORDS' REPUTATION AND FORTUNE
WERE FOUNDED ON TWO BANDS -JOY DIVISION AND NEW ORDER - AND ONE SINGLE-MINDED AND
STUBBORN PERSONALITY: ITS MEDIA-FRIENDLY COMPANY DIRECTOR ANTHONY H. WILSON. AT THE
HEIGHT OF IT'S SUCCESS IN THE LATE 1980S, THE COMPANY REIGNED OVER THE MANCHESTER RAVE
SCENE, RAN IT'S OWN CLUB, THE HACIENDA, AND HAD A STRING OF HIT RECORDS AROUND THE WORLD.
BY 1992 THE BACK CATALOGUE HAD BEEN SOLD OFF, NEW ORDER AND HAPPY MONDAYS WERE IN
DISARRAY, AND THE HACIENDA WAS SHUT DOWN BY THE POLICE. SINCE THEN THE STORY OF FACTORY
RECORDS HAS BECOME THE STUFF OF MYTHS AND LEGENDS. A MAJOR NEW BRITISH FILM, TWENTY FOUR
HOUR PARTY PEOPLE, REVISITS THE HEYDAY OF THE HACIENDA, AND STARS STEVE COOGAN AS
ANTHONY H. WILSON ALONGSIDE MANY OF THE ARTISTS AND PERSONALITIES WHO WERE AROUND AT
THE TIME. THE FILM IS RELEASED IN MARCH 2002. FROM JOY DIVISION TO NEW ORDER, ACCLAIMED ON
IT'S ORIGINAL PUBLICATION IN 1996, TELLS THE REAL STORY OF FACTORY'S SPECTACULAR HISTORY.
DRAWING ON EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEWS WITH THE MAJOR PLAYERS, MICK MIDDLES PROVIDES A TIMELY
AND FACINATING LOOK AT THE UNIQUE PERSONALITIES AND MESSY REALITY BEHIND ONE OF THE UK'S
MOST INFLUENTIAL AND (AT ONE TIME ) COMMERCIALLY SUCCESSFUL INDEPENDENT RECORD
COMPANIES.
Fast Forward Stephen Morris 2020-12-03 Iconic drummer Stephen Morris presses play once more to the
tune of the long-awaited second volume of memoirs . . . Poised on the brink of success, the dizzying
heights of the unknown lying ahead, Ian Curtis had taken his own life. Grieving yet determined, Stephen
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Morris emerged from the wreckage of Joy Division to the dawn of something new: a new band, a new
tour, a new beginning. Under the name New Order, Morris and his bandmates set their sights on America,
only to encounter new disasters. Yet, in true northern spirit, not even this sudden tragedy could dissuade
them from following their haphazard path to greatness. Following the highs and lows of New Order, Fast
Forward tracks the changing rhythm of Morris's life and the music that shaped it. From 'music
diﬀerences' to the ever-growing Joy Division legacy, music is the constant beat through the verses of Fast
Forward as Morris's personal and professional life grew increasingly intertwined. This came to a head
when his girlfriend was invited to join the band. Tentatively stepping into their testosterone-ﬁlled world,
Gillian was the right person at the right time for New Order. And for Morris. What began as just a trial
period in the band spun into a whirlwind of new projects and experiences, including The Other Two - a
project born during one of New Order's (many) hiatuses. Blending entertaining anecdote with profound
reﬂection, Fast Forward strips back a lifetime of fame and fortune to tell, with raw honesty, how New
Order threatened to implode time after time. And yet, despite everything, the legacy of their music
continued to hold them together.
The Hard Stuﬀ Wayne Kramer 2018-08-14 The ﬁrst memoir by Wayne Kramer, legendary guitarist and
cofounder of quintessential Detroit proto-punk legends The MC5 "Voyeuristically dramatic." -THE NEW
YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW In January 1969, before the world heard a note of their music, the MC5 was
on the cover of Rolling Stone. Led by legendary guitarist Wayne Kramer, the band was a reﬂection of the
times: exciting, sexy, violent, chaotic, and even out of control. The missing link between free jazz and
punk rock, the MC5 toured the country, played alongside music legends, and had a rabid following, their
music acting as the soundtrack to the blossoming blue collar youth movement. Kramer wanted to
redeﬁne what a rock 'n' roll group was capable of, and though there was power in reaching for that, it
was also a recipe for personal and professional disaster. The band recorded three major label albums but,
by 1972-it was all over. Kramer's story is (literally) a revolutionary one, but it's also the deeply personal
struggle of an addict and an artist, a rebel with a great tale to tell. From the glory days of Detroit to the
junk-sick streets of the East Village, from Key West to Nashville and sunny L.A., in and out of prison and
on and oﬀ of drugs, Kramer's is the classic journeyman narrative, but with a twist: he's here to remind us
that revolution is always an option.
Torn Apart Mick Middles 2006 This title examines the life of Ian Curtis, his work, his relationships and the
cultural environment in which he lived and died.
Oh Joy! Oh Rapture! Ian Bradley 2005-04-07 In Oh Joy! Oh Rapture! expert and enthusiast Ian Bradley
explores the world of Gilbert and Sullivan over the last four and a half decades, looking at the way this
"phenomenon" is passed from generation to generation. Taking as his starting point the expiry of
copyright on the opera libretti at the end of 1961 and using fascinating hitherto unpublished archive
material, Bradley reveals the extraordinary story of the last years of the old D'Oyly Carte Opera
Company, the guardian of Savoy tradition for over a hundred years, and the troubled history of its
successor. He explores the rich vein of parodies, spoofs, and spin-oﬀs of the songs, as well as their
inﬂuence on twentieth century lyricists and composers. He analyzes professional productions across the
world, looks at the unique place of G&S in schools, colleges, and universities, and lovingly explores the
culture of amateur performance. He also uncovers the largely male world of the obsessive fans, those
collecting memorabilia, the myriad magazines, journals, websites, and festivals devoted to G&S, and the
arcane interests of some of the faithful "inner brotherhood."
The Faber Book of Pop Hanif Kureishi 1995 This acclaimed collection charts the course of Pop from its
underground origins through its low and high art phases to its current omnipresence; it takes in ﬁction,
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reportage, fashion, art and fantasy as ﬁltered through pop music and includes work by Michael Bracewell,
Angela Carter, Nick Cohn, Bob Dylan, Simon Garﬁeld, Nelson George, Germaine Greer, Peter Guralnick,
John Lennon, Norman Mailer, Greil Marcus, Iggy Pop, Neil Tennant, Lou Reed, Simon Reynolds, Hunter S.
Thompson, Nick Tosches, Andy Warhol, Tom Wolfe and Malcolm X, amongst others. Covering more than
50 years of writing from 1942 on, The Faber Book of Pop is the most stimulating collection of writing on
popular music ever published.
Death of a Polaroid Nicky Wire 2011 Collection of Polaroid photographs by Mitch Ikeda and others of
Manic band members and items from and locations of their travels compiled by Nicky Wire and others.
Substance Peter Hook 2017-01-31 Includes full set lists not included in the physical edition. In this ﬁnal
installment of his internationally bestselling three-part memoir—including The Hacienda and Unknown
Pleasures—British rocker Peter Hook focuses on the 1980s New Wave and Dance Punk scene and the rise
of one of the most inﬂuential bands of the Second British Invasion: New Order. 1980. Resurrected from
the ashes of Joy Division after the suicide of its lead singer, Ian Curtis, New Order would become one
most critically acclaimed and important bands of the decade and beyond. With their hits "Bizarre Love
Triangle", "Perfect Kiss", and "Blue Monday"—the biggest-selling 12-inch single of all time—Peter Hook
and company quickly rose to the top of the alternative music scene. Widely regarded as the godfathers of
electronic dance music, their sound would inﬂuence Moby, The Chemical Brothers, The Postal Service,
The Killers, and other acts that followed in their wake. Hook tells the complete, unvarnished story of New
Order’s founding and evolution; the band’s experiences in the New York City club scene and rapid rise to
international fame, its impact on house music, techno, and rave; and its eventual rancorous dissolution.
Full of Hook’s "gleefully profane" (Entertainment Weekly) humor and vivid, witty storytelling, Substance
is the most important and certainly the most controversial part of his story, emanating with drugs, booze,
and sex. Complete with timelines, discographies, gigographies and track-by-track analysis, and exclusive
photographs and archival images from Hook’s personal collection, it is the deﬁnitive, comprehensive
history of New Order and a compelling snapshot of the '80s cultural scene in all its neon-hued glory.
Let's Do It: the Authorised Biography of Victoria Wood Jasper Rees 2021-07-08
Ghost Month Ed Lin 2014-07-29 August is Ghost Month in Taiwan—a time to commemorate the dead:
burn incense, visit shrines, commemorate ancestors, and avoid unlucky situations, large purchases, and
bodies of water. Jing-nan, a young man who runs a food stand in a bustling Taipei night market, doesn't
consider himself superstitious, but this August is going to haunt him no matter what he does. He is
shocked to the core when he learns his ex-girlfriend from high school has been murdered. She was found
scantily clad and shot in the chest on the side of a highway where she was selling betel nuts to passing
truck drivers. Beyond his harrowing grief for this lost love of his life, Jing-nan is also confused by the
news: "betel nut beauties" are usually women in the most desperate of circumstances; the job is almost
as taboo as prostitution. But Julia Huang had been the valedictorian of their high school, and the last time
Jing-nan spoke to her she was enrolled in NYU's honor program, far away in New York. The facts don't add
up. Julia's parents don't think so, either, and the police seem to have closed the case without asking any
questions. The Huangs beg Jing-nan if he can do some investigating on his own—reconnect with old
classmates, see if he can learn anything about Julia's life that she might have kept from them.
Reluctantly, he agrees, for Julia's sake; but nothing can prepare him for what he learns, or how it will
change his life.
Katanga 1960-63 Christopher Othen 2015-09-07 In King Leopold II’s infamous Congo ‘Free’ State at the
turn of the century, severed hands became a form of currency. But the Belgians didn’t seem to have a
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sense of historical shame, as they connived for an independent Katanga state in 1960 to protect Belgian
mining interests. What happened next was extraordinary.It was an extremely uneven battle. The UN
ﬁelded soldiers from twenty nations, America paid the bills, and the Soviets intrigued behind the scenes.
Yet to everyone’s surprise the new nation’s rag-tag army of local gendarmes, jungle tribesmen and,
controversially, European mercenaries, refused to give in. For two and a half years Katanga, the
scrawniest underdog ever to ﬁght a war, held oﬀ the world with guerrilla warfare, two-faced diplomacy
and some shady ﬁnancial backing. It even looked as if the Katangese might win.Katanga 1960 tells, for
the ﬁrst time, the full story of the Congolese province that declared independence and found itself at war
with the world.
Cabaret Voltaire M. Fish 1985
The Neuropsychiatry of Epilepsy Michael R. Trimble 2011-06-09 Research into the neuropsychiatry of
epilepsy has become a central focus of interest in the last ﬁve years. Comorbidity of epilepsy with
behavioral problems is now recognized widely, and the neuroscientiﬁc basis for such comorbidity is an
active area of investigation. With an expanded international team of authors, this fully revised new
edition builds on the strengths of its predecessor, examining in detail the subtleties of behavioral
changes in patients with seizure disorders and oﬀering both a diagnostic and a management perspective.
New chapters cover genetic disorders, the eﬀects of epilepsy on social behavior as viewed through
theory of mind, a discussion of the precuneus, the importance and nature of peri-ictal psychiatric
symptoms, depression and the interictal dysphoric disorder, and the relationship between antiepileptic
drugs and suicide. This new edition is a must for anyone involved in diagnosing or managing epilepsy.
I'm Not with the Band Sylvia Patterson 2016-06-16 This is a three-decade survivor's tale ... a scenic
search for elusive human happiness through music, magazines, silly jokes, stupid shoes, useless blokes,
hopeless homes, booze, drugs, love, loss, A&E, death, disillusion and hope - while trying to make Prince
laugh, startle Beyoncé, cheer Eminem up, annoy Madonna, drink with Shaun Ryder and ﬁnish oﬀ Westlife
forever (with varying degrees of success). In 1986, Sylvia Patterson boarded a train to London armed
with a tea-chest full of vinyl records, a peroxide quiﬀ and a dream: to write about music, for ever. She got
her wish. Escaping a troubled home, Sylvia embarks on a lifelong quest to discover The Meaning of It All.
The problem is she's mostly hanging out with ﬂaky pop stars, rock 'n' roll heroes and unreliable hip-hop
legends. As she encounters music's biggest names, she is confronted by glamour and tragedy; wisdom
and lunacy; drink, drugs and disaster. And Bros. Here is Madonna in her Earth Mother phase, ﬂinging her
hands up in horror at one of Sylv's Very Stupid Questions. Prince compliments her shoes while Eminem
threatens to kill her. She shares fruit with Johnny Cash, make-up with Amy Winehouse and several pints
with the Manics' lost soul-man Richey Edwards. She ﬁnds the Beckhams fragrant in LA, a Gallagher
madferrit in her living room and Shaun Ryder and Bez as you'd expect, in Jamaica. From the 80s to the
present day, I'm Not with the Band is a funny, barmy, utterly gripping chronicle of the last thirty years in
music and beyond. It is also the story of one woman's wayward search for love, peace and a wonderful
life. And whether, or not, she found them.
Joy Division: Juvenes Kevin Cummins 2021-10-14 *** The deﬁnitive collection of the Joy Division
photographs of Kevin Cummins, including interviews with Bernard Sumner, Peter Hook and Stephen
Morris. The iconic images captured by Cummins - from snowy bridges and dark rehearsal rooms to
electrifying live performances - helped to deﬁne Joy Division and cement their place in music history.
Originally published in an ultra-limited run of just 226 copies, Juvenes is a book with legendary status.
Now comprehensively updated with new material and images that have never been published in a book
before, this new edition will allow fans to own it for the ﬁrst time. Also containing insightful and moving
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essays from the band's family, contemporaries and fans including David Peace and Pat Nevin, Juvenes is
a striking, poignant celebration of a truly special band. With a foreword by Ian Rankin. "Whenever I
picture Joy Division, it's through Kevin Cummins' camera lens. Never before or since has one
photographer captured a band's story so well." TIM BURGESS "I ﬁrst saw Kevin Cummins' photographs of
Joy Division when I was a music-obsessed teenager. The stark black and white shots captured perfectly
the austere and serious nature of the music. Look at this book and dream a new future into being. God
knows we need one." BOBBY GILLESPIE
Autobiography Morrissey 2013-12-03 “Spend the day in bed” with Autobiography by Morrissey, whose
new album Low in High School is out November 17th Steven Patrick Morrissey was born in Manchester on
May 22nd 1959. Singer-songwriter and co-founder of the Smiths (1982–1987), Morrissey has been a solo
artist for twenty-six years, during which time he has had three number 1 albums in England in three
diﬀerent decades. Achieving eleven Top 10 albums (plus nine with the Smiths), his songs have been
recorded by David Bowie, Nancy Sinatra, Marianne Faithfull, Chrissie Hynde, Thelma Houston, My
Chemical Romance and Christy Moore, amongst others. An animal protectionist, in 2006 Morrissey was
voted the second greatest living British icon by viewers of the BBC, losing out to Sir David Attenborough.
In 2007 Morrissey was voted the greatest northern male, past or present, in a nationwide newspaper poll.
In 2012, Morrissey was awarded the Keys to the City of Tel-Aviv. It has been said “Most pop stars have to
be dead before they reach the iconic status that Morrissey has reached in his lifetime.”
A Del of a Life David Jason 2020-10-29 THE #1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER: a hilarious and heartfelt new
autobiography from the national treasure Sir David Jason 'There are British telly icons and then there is
Sir David Jason. This book is such gold . . . an absolute delight' ZOE BALL ___________________________
'During my life and career I have been given all sorts of advice and learned huge amounts from some
great and enormously talented people. I've been blessed to play characters such as Derek Trotter,
Granville, Pop Larkin and Frost, who have changed my life in all sorts of ways, and taught me lessons that
go far beyond the television set. And I've worked a few things out for myself as well, about friendship,
ambition, rejection, success, failure, adversity and fortune. With any luck, some of these thoughts and
observations will chime with episodes and challenges you have faced, or are facing, in your own life. And
if they don't. . . well, hopefully, at the very least you'll get to have a good old laugh at my expense. So
lean back, pour yourself a glass, and try not to fall through the bar ﬂap . . .' ___________________________
'An absolute delight . . . a romp with so much detail. Oﬀers wisdom in diﬃcult times . . . like being invited
into his living room' BBC BREAKFAST 'It's beautifully written . . . so conversational and chatty . . . it's so
lovely and warm' CHRIS MOYLES
Touching From a Distance Deborah Curtis 2014-10-16 The only in-depth biographical account of the
legendary lead singer of Joy Division, written by his widow. Includes a foreword by Jon Savage and an
introduction by Joy Division drummer, Steven Morris. Revered by his peers and idolized by his fans, Ian
Curtis left behind a legacy rich in artistic genius. Mesmerizing on stage but introverted and prone to
desperate mood swings in his private life, Curtis died by his own hand on 18 May 1980. Touching from a
Distance documents how, with a wife, child and impending international fame, Curtis was seduced by the
glory of an early grave. Regarded as the essential book on the essential icon of the post-punk era,
Touching from a Distance includes a full set of Curtis's lyrics and a discography and gig list.
House of Dolls Moshe M. Kohn 2018-11-10 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of
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the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this
work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical
elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process,
and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Joy Division and the Making of Unknown Pleasures Jake Kennedy 2006 This volume sets the scene
in the context of the band's early history and the Manchester music world when it was recorded. It
includes interviews with musicians, producers, fans and technicians involved.
Rip It Up and Start Again Simon Reynolds 2006-02-17 Rip It Up and Start Again is the ﬁrst book-length
exploration of the wildly adventurous music created in the years after punk. Renowned music journalist
Simon Reynolds celebrates the futurist spirit of such bands as Joy Division, Gang of Four, Talking Heads,
and Devo, which resulted in endless innovations in music, lyrics, performance, and style and continued
into the early eighties with the video-savvy synth-pop of groups such as Human League, Depeche Mode,
and Soft Cell, whose success coincided with the rise of MTV. Full of insight and anecdotes and populated
by charismatic characters, Rip It Up and Start Again re-creates the idealism, urgency, and excitement of
one of the most important and challenging periods in the history of popular music.
Unknown Pleasures Peter Hook 2013-04-25 'Genuinely funny: indeed, the story will… keep you
entertained for a very long time' Sunday Times Joy Division changed the face of music. Godfathers of the
current alternative scene, they reinvented rock in the post-punk era, creating a new sound - dark,
hypnotic, intense - that would inﬂuence U2, Morrissey, R.E.M., Radiohead and many others. This is the
story of Joy Division told by the band's legendary bassist, Peter Hook. 'Hook has restored a ﬂesh-andblood rawness to what was becoming a standard tale. Few pop music books manage that'Guardian 'An
honest, enthusiastic account … It's a window like no other into the reality of life in this most aloof of
bands' METRO 'An immense account of Joy Division's rise…Having read Hook's book, you'll feel like you
were the ﬁfth member of the band' GQ 'A bittersweet, profanity ﬁlled recollection… If you like Joy
Division, you really have to read it' Q Magazine 'Hook lifts the lid on the real Ian Curtis' NME 'He's frank,
incredibly funny, and isn't shy'Artrocker
The Hacienda Peter Hook 2009-10-01 Legendary musician Peter Hook tells the whole story - the fun, the
music, the vast loss of money, the legacy - of Manchester's most iconic nightclub Peter Hook, as cofounder of Joy Division and New Order, has been shaping the course of popular music for thirty years. He
provided the propulsive bass guitar melodies of 'Love Will Tear Us Apart' and the bestselling 12-inch
single ever, 'Blue Monday' among many other songs. As co-owner of Manchester's Hacienda club, Hook
propelled the rise of acid house in the late 1980s, then suﬀered through its violent fall in the 1990s as
gangs, drugs, greed and a hostile police force destroyed everything he and his friends had created. This
is his memory of that era and 'it's far sadder, funnier, scarier and stranger' than anyone has imagined. As
young and naive musicians, the members of New Order were thrilled when their record label Factory
opened a club. Yet as their career escalated, they toured the world and had top ten hits, their royalties
were being ploughed into the Hacienda and they were only being paid £20 per week. Peter Hook looked
back at that exciting and hilarious time to write HACIENDA. All the main characters appear - Tony Wilson,
Barney, Shaun Ryder - and Hook tells it like it was - a rollercoaster of success, money, confusion and true
faith.
Shark Will Self 2014-11-04 May 4th, 1970. A week earlier President Nixon has ordered American ground
forces into Cambodia to pursue the Vietcong. By the end of the day four students will be shot dead by the
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National Guards in the grounds of Kent State University. On the other side of the Atlantic, it's a brilliant
sunny morning after an April of heavy rain, and at the "Concept House" therapeutic community he has
set up in the London suburb of Willesden, maverick psychiatrist Dr Zack Busner has been tricked into
joining a decidedly ill advised LSD trip with several of its disturbed residents. Five years later, sitting in a
nearby cinema watching Steven Spielberg's Jaws, Busner realizes the true nature of the events that
transpired on that dread-soaked day, when a survivor of the worst disaster in the US Navy's history - the
sinking of the USS Indianapolis - came face-to-face with the British Royal Air Force observer on the Enola
Gay's mission to bomb Hiroshima. Set a year before the action of his Booker-shortlisted Umbrella, Will
Self's new novel Shark continues its exploration of the complex relationship between human
psychopathology and human technological progress; and like Umbrella, weaves together multiple
narratives across several decades of the twentieth century to produce a ﬁendish tapestry depicting the
state we're trapped in.
This searing light, the sun and everything else Jon Savage 2019-04-02 The SUNDAY TIMES Top Ten
Bestseller #1 Book of the Year, UNCUT #1 Book of the Year, ROUGH TRADE A Book of the Year, MOJO Joy
Division emerged in the mid-70s at the start of a two-decades long Manchester scene that was to
become much mythologised. It was then a city still labouring in the wake of the war and entering a phase
of huge social and physical change, and something of this spirit made its way into the DNA of the band.
Over the course of two albums, a handful of other seminal releases, and some legendary gigs, Joy
Division became the most successful and exciting underground band of their generation. Then, on the
brink of a tour to America, Ian Curtis took his own life. In This searing light, the sun and everything else,
Jon Savage has assembled three decades worth of interviews with the principle players in the Joy Division
story: Bernard Sumner, Peter Hook, Stephen Morris, Deborah Curtis, Peter Saville, Tony Wilson, Paul
Morley, Alan Hempsall, Lesley Gilbert, Terry Mason, Anik Honoré, and many more. It is the story of how a
band resurrected a city, how they came together in circumstances that are both accidental and
extraordinary, and how their music galvanised a generation of fans, artists and musicians. It is a classic
story of how young men armed with electric guitars and good taste in literature can change the world
with four chords and three-and-a-half minutes of music. And it is the story of how illness and demons can
rob the world of a shamanic lead singer and visionary lyricist. This searing light, the sun and everything
else presents the history of Joy Division in an intimate and candid way, as orchestrated by the lodestar of
British music writing, Jon Savage.
Hunger Makes Me a Modern Girl Carrie Brownstein 2015-10-27 From the guitarist of the pioneering
band Sleater-Kinney, the book Kim Gordon says "everyone has been waiting for" and a New York Times
Notable Book of 2015-- a candid, funny, and deeply personal look at making a life--and ﬁnding yourself-in music. Before Carrie Brownstein became a music icon, she was a young girl growing up in the Paciﬁc
Northwest just as it was becoming the setting for one the most important movements in rock history.
Seeking a sense of home and identity, she would discover both while moving from spectator to creator in
experiencing the power and mystery of a live performance. With Sleater-Kinney, Brownstein and her
bandmates rose to prominence in the burgeoning underground feminist punk-rock movement that would
deﬁne music and pop culture in the 1990s. They would be cited as “America’s best rock band” by
legendary music critic Greil Marcus for their deﬁant, exuberant brand of punk that resisted labels and
limitations, and redeﬁned notions of gender in rock. HUNGER MAKES ME A MODERN GIRL is an intimate
and revealing narrative of her escape from a turbulent family life into a world where music was the
means toward self-invention, community, and rescue. Along the way, Brownstein chronicles the
excitement and contradictions within the era’s ﬂourishing and ﬁercely independent music subculture,
including experiences that sowed the seeds for the observational satire of the popular television series
Portlandia years later. With deft, lucid prose Brownstein proves herself as formidable on the page as on
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the stage. Accessibly raw, honest and heartfelt, this book captures the experience of being a young
woman, a born performer and an outsider, and ultimately ﬁnding one’s true calling through hard work,
courage and the intoxicating power of rock and roll.
Mr Manchester and the Factory Girl Lindsay Reade 2016-08-15 A classic tale of sex, drugs, and
rock’n’roll, this heartfelt and searingly honest memoir details the relationship between Tony Wilson (the
legendary impresario behind Factory Records, Joy Division, New Order and the Happy Mondays) and his
ﬁrst wife, Lindsay Reade.
So This is Permanence Ian Curtis 2015-02-24 A treasure trove of personal writings by the great post-punk
singer-songwriter—with a foreword by his wife Deborah and an introduction by Jon Savage. So This Is
Permanence presents the lyrics and personal notebooks of one of the most enigmatic and inﬂuential
music artists of the late twentieth century, Joy Division’s Ian Curtis. The fact of the band’s relatively few
releases belies the power and enduring fascination its music holds, especially in light of Curtis’s tragic
suicide in 1980 on the eve of the band’s ﬁrst American tour. This volume features Curtis’s never-beforeseen handwritten lyrics, accompanied by earlier drafts and previously unpublished pages from his
notebooks that shed fascinating light on his writing and creative process. Also included are an insightful
and moving foreword by Curtis’s widow Deborah, a substantial introduction by writer Jon Savage, and an
appendix featuring books from Curtis’s library and a selection of fanzine interviews, letters, and other
ephemera from his estate.
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